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Abstract
Patnaik and Immerman introduced the dynamic complexity class
DynFO of database queries that can be maintained by first-order dy-
namic programs with the help of auxiliary relations under insertions
and deletions of edges [34]. This article confirms their conjecture that
the Reachability query is in DynFO.
As a byproduct it is shown that the rank of a matrix with small
values can be maintained in DynFO(+,×). It is further shown that
the (size of the) maximum matching of a graph can be maintained in
non-uniform DynFO, another extension of DynFO, with non-uniform
initialisation of the auxiliary relations.
1 Introduction
In many data management scenarios, data is subject to frequent change.
When a web server is temporarily not available, data packages have to be
rerouted immediately; when a train is cancelled on short notice, travellers
need to find alternative connections as fast as possible.
Recomputation of a query after each small change of the data is often
not possible due to the large amount of data at hand and efficiency consid-
erations. Often it is also not necessary: the loss of one server usually affects
only a small part of the network. Therefore it makes sense to consider incre-
mental algorithms that use previously computed auxiliary data to answer
queries faster, after a small change.
In this article, we do not study the dynamic scenario from the point
of view of incremental algorithms, but rather from the point of view of
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Descriptive Complexity (see [21]). More precisely, we use the setting of
Dynamic Complexity Theory as introduced by Patnaik and Immerman [34].
Dynamic Complexity Theory has its roots in theoretical investigations of the
view update problem for relational databases. In a nutshell, it investigates
the logical complexity of updating the result of a query under deletion or
insertion of tuples into a database.
Besides possibly saving resources, a dynamic approach to query answer-
ing can increase the expressivity of database query languages. It is well-
known that the relational algebra inherits the well-known expressivity limi-
tations from first-order logic. It basically can only express local queries that
do not count (see, e.g., [26] for more information on the limits of first-order
logic on finite structures). In the dynamic setting, first-order logic is more
powerful: as a simple example, whether the size of a set is odd or even can
be easily maintained under single insertion and deletion operations with the
help of a single bit of auxiliary (stored) data.
Starting with work by Dong, Su, and Topor [11, 8] (with the name
first-order incremental evaluation systems, FOIES) as well as Patnaik and
Immerman [34], the power of first-order logic as an update mechanism has
been studied over the last decades. In this line of work, the result of a query
is updated by first-order formulas that have access to the current database
and to an auxiliary database that may contain helpful information. The re-
lations of the auxiliary database are updated by first-order formulas as well.
Beyond the expressive equivalence with the relational algebra, first-order
logic is also an interesting update language thanks to its correspondence
to low level circuit-based complexity classes: queries maintainable by first-
order updates can also be maintained by highly parallel algorithms. We
refer to the class of queries that can be updated by first-order formulas
under single tuple insertions and deletions by DynFO as introduced in [34].
The reachability query returns, for a given graph G, all pairs (s, t) of
nodes, for which there is a path from s to t. When investigating the ex-
pressive power of DynFO, the reachability query is of particular interest,
since it is one of the simplest queries that can not be expressed (statically)
in first-order logic, but rather requires recursion. Actually, it is in a sense
prototypical due to its connection to transitive closure logic. The question
whether the reachability query can be maintained by first-order update for-
mulas has been considered as one of the central open questions in Dynamic
Complexity. It has been studied for several restricted graph classes and
variants of DynFO [6, 10, 15, 16, 34, 45]. In this article, we confirm the
conjecture of Patnaik and Immerman [34] that the reachability query for
general directed graphs is indeed in DynFO.
Theorem 1. Reachability is in DynFO.
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on a known reduction from Reachability
to the matrix rank query and a dynamic program for a suitable restriction
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of the latter. This query, to which we refer as SVRank (short for rank for
small valued matrices, cf. Section 2), is defined on quadratic matrices with
integer values which are bounded by the number of rows of the matrix.
More precisely, whether there is a path from a node s to a node t in
a graph G can be reduced to the question whether a certain matrix has
maximal rank. Technically, the reduction thus yields a collection of matrices,
one for each pair (s, t) of nodes. It has the additional property that a single
change in G (deletion or insertion of an edge) only yields a single change
in each of these matrices. Furthermore, the reduction can use arithmetic in
a certain generic way. We formalise such reductions as bounded expansion
first-order truth-table reductions with arithmetic (bfo(+,×)-tt reductions).
We refer to their arithmetic-free version as bfo-tt reductions and show that
DynFO is closed under bfo-tt reductions.
We show the following result.
Theorem 2. SVRank is in DynFO.
Due to the use of arithmetic in the reduction from the reachability query
to SVRank, the immediate implication of Theorem 2 and the reduction is
that the reachability query is in DynFO(+,×), the extension of DynFO, in
which dynamic programs can use an addition and a multiplication relation
on their domain from the very beginning of the computation (unlike DynFO
programs, where the database/graph and the auxiliary relations do not con-
tain any tuples initially). However, we show that with respect to weakly
domain independent queries (cf. Section 2), such as the reachability query,
DynFO(+,×) and DynFO coincide. We also show that for weakly domain
independent queries the existence of a DynFO(+,×) program implies the
existence of a FOIES.
By bfo-tt reductions to the reachability query it is not hard to show that
satisfiability of 2-CNF formulas and regular path queries for graph databases
can also be maintained in DynFO.
Finally, we show that two queries that deal with matchings in graphs
can be maintained in a non-uniform extension of DynFO.
Theorem 3. PerfectMatching and MaxMatching are in non-uniform
DynFO.
Here, PerfectMatching is the Boolean query that asks for the ex-
istence of a perfect matching in a graph, whereas MaxMatching returns
the size of the maximum matching (encoded as a singleton unary relation).
Non-uniform DynFO is the extension of DynFO whose programs can use
arbitrarily pre-defined auxiliary relations (similarly to non-uniform circuit
families).
Related work All steps of the proof of Theorem 1 benefit from previous
work. The underlying correspondence between graph reachability and the
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inverse of its adjacency matrix has been already used long ago [5] and the
precise relationship between reachability and matrix rank used in our proof
has been already stated in [25]. The algorithm constructed for maintaining
the rank of a matrix adapts a dynamic sequential algorithm from [13].1 The
third step extends the technique for maintaining arithmetic from [12].
Whether the reachability query can be maintained by first-order update
programs has been one of the main questions in Dynamic Complexity. The
positive results towards the resolution of this question can be clustered in
two groups:
(1) results that show how to maintain Reach in extensions of DynFO, and
(2) results that show how to maintain Reach in DynFO on restricted classes
of graphs.
In a sense, the former line of research has won this race, since the methods
developed there led to the maintenance algorithm presented here.
The first result in group (1) was that, on arbitrary directed graphs,
Reachability can be maintained in (uniform) DynTC0 [16]. The technique
was based on generating functions for representing the number of paths
of a given length from one node to another and on the observation that
only paths up to length n have to be considered. In [6] this approach was
extended to show that Reachability can be even maintained in non-uniform
DynAC0[2]. In terms of logic, DynTC0 and DynAC0[2] can be seen as the
extensions of DynFO in which update formulas are allowed to use majority
quantifiers and modulo-2 counting quantifiers, respectively. In the latter
paper also the dynamic complexity of matrix rank was studied for the first
time (putting it in uniform DynTC0).
Results of group (2) showed that the reachability query can be main-
tained in DynFO for undirected graphs [35], directed acyclic graphs [8], and
embedded planar graphs [6]. For undirected graphs, reachability can even
be maintained in DynQF (i.e., with quantifier-free formulas using auxiliary
functions) and for acyclic deterministic graphs even in DynProp (i.e., with
quantifier-free formulas with auxiliary relations) [17].
In the case of undirected graphs, spanning trees [35] or distance functions
[15] can be used. The result for directed acyclic graphs is based on a smart
observation that allows to figure out whether there is a path from a to b
after deleting some edge (c, d) [8].
In a third line of research on Reachability, inexpressibility results have
been obtained for fragments of DynFO [10, 7, 45].
As for maximum matching, in [39, 40] a reduction from maximum match-
ing to matrix rank has been used to construct a dynamic algorithm for max-
imum matching. While in this construction the inverse of the input matrix
1We note that the conference version of this article exhibits a different algorithm for
this problem.
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is maintained using Schwartz Zippel Lemma, we use the Isolation Lemma of
Mulmuley, Vazirani and Vazirani’s [32] to construct a non-uniform DynFO-
algorithm for maximum matching.
Organisation In Section 2 we fix our notation for databases, queries and
linear algebra. In Section 3 we define the dynamic complexity framework
and introduce bfo-tt reductions. Section 4 is dedicated to the proof that the
reachability query is in DynFO. That regular path queries and 2-SAT are
also in DynFO is shown in Section 5. Section 6 presents our results on graph
matchings. That the reachability query can also be maintained by FOIES
is shown in Section 7. The conclusion is given in Section 8.
2 Preliminaries
By [n] we denote the set {1, . . . , n} and by [n]0 the set {0, 1, . . . , n}.
In this article we are interested in the following algorithmic problems:
Problem: Reach
Input: A directed graph G
Output: Set of all pairs (u, v), for which there is a path from u to v
in G
Problem: MaxMatching
Input: An undirected graph G
Output: The size k of a maximum matching of G
Problem: PerfectMatching
Input: An undirected graph G
Question: Does G have a perfect matching?
A matching M of an undirected graph G is a subset of pairwise non-
adjacent edges of G. A node is matched by M if it is the endpoint of one
of the edges in M . A maximum matching of G (also: maximum-cardinality
matching) is a matching that has the largest number of edges. A perfect
matching of G is a matching that matches all vertices.
2.1 Databases and Queries
As much of the original motivation for the investigation of dynamic complex-
ity came from incremental view maintenance (cf. [11, 8, 34]), it is common
to consider logical structures as relational databases and to use notation
from relational databases.
A (relational) schema τ consists of a set τrel of relation symbols, ac-
companied by an arity function Ar : τrel → N, and a set τconst of constant
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symbols. In this work, a domain is a finite set. A database D over schema
τ with domain D assigns to every relation symbol R ∈ τrel a relation of ar-
ity Ar(R) over D and to every constant symbol c ∈ τconst an element (called
constant) from D. The active domain adom(D) of a database D consists of
those elements of D that either occur in some relation or as a constant.
A τ -structure S is a pair (D,D) where D is a domain and D is a database
with domain D over schema τ . By dom(S) we refer to D. For a relation
symbol R ∈ τ and a constant symbol c ∈ τ we denote by RS and cS the
relation and constant, respectively, that are assigned to those symbols in S.
The distinction between structures and databases will be relevant in the
dynamic complexity framework, since there the domain D will be static,
whereas the database and its active domain might change. However, we
often do not keep the two formalisms too much apart and, e.g., refer by
“database” to the corresponding structure, in cases where the domain is
given by the context (or not important).
Often structures come with special arithmetic relations <, +, and × that
are interpreted by a linear order on the domain, its induced addition and
its induced multiplication relation. When a linear order is present, we often
identify the elements of D with the numbers in {0, . . . , |D| − 1}. A pair
(a, b) ∈ D ×D then represents the number a× |D|+ b, where in the latter
term a denotes the number with which the element a is identified. Likewise
for tuples of higher arity. It is well known that from <, +, and ×, arithmetic
for tuples can be defined in first-order logic.
A k-ary query q on τ -structures is a mapping that is closed under isomor-
phisms and assigns a subset of Dk to every τ -structure over domain D. The
problems Reach, MaxMatching and PerfectMatching can be repre-
sented as binary, unary and boolean queries, respectively, on graph struc-
tures, i.e. {E}-structures where E is a binary relation. For example the
query representing Reach maps a graph structure to a binary relation that
contains the transitive closure of the graph. The query representing Max-
Matching assumes arithmetic relations to be present and maps a graph
structure to the set {m} where m is the size of a maximum matching of G.
We write R ↾ A for the restriction of a relation R to tuples over the set
A, and D ↾ A for the database resulting from D by restricting all relations
to tuples over A.
A query q is weakly domain independent, if
q(D) ↾ adom(D) = q(D ↾ adom(D)), for all databases D.
2.2 Linear Algebra and Matrices
By A[i, j] we refer to the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of a matrix A.
Similarly, x[i] denotes the i-th entry of vector x. By e
(n)
i we denote the n-
dimensional unit (column) vector e with e[i] = 1 and e[j] = 0 for j 6= i. We
write x⊤ if we use vector x as a row vector.
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The rank and the determinant of a matrix A are denoted by rank(A)
and det(A), respectively. For a prime number p, we denote by rankp(A) the
rank of A as a matrix over Zp (and with entries adjusted modulo p).
To the best of our knowledge, computational linear algebra problems like
matrix rank and matrix inverse have not been studied before in dynamic
complexity (with the notable exception of Boolean matrix multiplication
in [18]). Therefore, there is no standard way of representing the matrix rank
problem in the dynamic complexity framework. The key question is how to
represent the numbers that appear in a matrix. We use a representation that
does not allow matrices with large numbers but suffices for our applications
in which matrix entries are not (much) larger than the number of rows in
the matrix.
We say that an (m ×m)-matrix A over Z has small values, if for each
i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, |A[i, j]| ≤ m.
Problem: SVRank
Input: (m×m)-matrix A with small values
Output: Rank of A
For this query, (m × m)-matrices A are represented by structures as
follows. The domain of the structure contains m + 1 elements. There is
a linear order < that enables us to identify the universe with [m]0. There
are compatible +- and ×-relations as well. Furthermore, they have two
ternary relations A+, A− to represent the entries of A. That A[i, j] = a,
for a ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is represented by a triple (i, j, a) in A+. Similarly, if
A[i, j] = a, for a ∈ {−m, . . . ,−1}, there is a triple (i, j, a) in A−. For each
i, j, there is at most one triple (i, j, a) in A+ ∪A−. If, for some i, j there is
no such triple (i, j, a) then A[i, j] = 0.
The query result of SVRank is a unary relation Q that is supposed to
contain a unique element r, the rank of A.
Change operations might insert a triple (i, j, a) to A+ or A− (in case, no
(i, j, b) is there), or delete a triple. That is, basically, single matrix entries
can be set to 0 or from 0 to some other value. However, the relations <, +,
and × cannot be changed.
3 Dynamic Complexity
In this section we recall the dynamic complexity framework.
3.1 Dynamic programs and DynFO
Inputs in dynamic complexity are represented as relational structures as
defined in Section 2. The domain is fixed from the beginning, but the
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database in the initial structure is empty. This initially empty structure is
then modified by a sequence of insertions and deletions of tuples.
The goal of a dynamic program is to answer a given query for the
database that results from any change sequence. To this end, the program
can use an auxiliary data structure represented by an auxiliary database over
the same domain. Depending on the exact setting, the auxiliary database
might be initially empty or not.
We make this more precise now, closely following the exposition in [41].
A dynamic program P works on an input structure I over a schema τin and
updates an auxiliary structure A over a schema2 τaux. Both structures I and
A share the same domain D which does not change during a computation.
We call a pair (I,A) a state and consider it as one relational structure. The
relations of I and A are called input and auxiliary relations, respectively.
The input structure can be changed by inserting or deleting a sin-
gle tuple. A change operation is thus of the form insert ~t into R or
delete ~t from R, for some tuple ~t and input relation R. For a sequence
α of change operations and an input database I, we denote the structure
resulting from applying α to I by α(I).
A dynamic program has a set of update rules that specify how auxiliary
relations are updated after a change. An update rule for updating an aux-
iliary relation T after inserting a tuple into an input relation R is of the
form
on insert ~x into R
update T (~y) as ϕ(~x, ~y)
where the formula ϕ is over τin ∪ τaux. We call ϕ the update formula
for T under insertions into R. The semantics of such an update rule is as
follows. When a tuple ~a is inserted into input relation R, then the new
state S of P is obtained by inserting ~a into R and by defining each auxiliary
relation T via T
def
= {~b | (I,A) |= ϕ(~a,~b)}. Similarly for deletions. For
a change operation δ we denote the updated state by Pδ(S), and similarly
for sequences of changes. We refer to the insertion or deletion of a tuple
together with the update operations applied by P as a change step.
The dynamic program P maintains a k-ary query q if it has a k-ary
auxiliary relation Q that, after each change sequence, contains the result
of q on the current input database. More precisely, for each non-empty3
sequence α of changes and each empty input structure I∅, relation Q in
Pα(S∅) and q(α(I∅)) coincide. Here, S∅ = (I∅,A∅), where A∅ denotes the
empty auxiliary structure over the domain of I∅.
2To simplify the exposition, we will usually not mention schemas explicitly and always
assume that all structures we talk about are compatible with respect to the schemas at
hand.
3This technical restriction ensures that we can handle, e.g., Boolean queries with a
yes-result on empty structures. Alternatively, one could use an extra formula to compute
the query result from the auxiliary (and input) structure.
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The class of queries that can be maintained by a dynamic program with
update formulas from first-order logic is called DynFO.
Several dynamic settings have been studied in the literature (see e.g. [34,
12, 15, 14]). Here, we concentrate on the following three dynamic complexity
classes:
• DynFO is the class of all dynamic queries that can be maintained by
dynamic programs with formulas from first-order logic starting from
an empty database and empty auxiliary relations.
• DynFO(+,×) is defined as DynFO, but the programs have three par-
ticular auxiliary relations that are initialised as a linear order and the
corresponding addition and multiplication relations. There might be
further auxiliary relations, but they are initially empty.
• Non-uniform DynFO is defined as DynFO, but the auxiliary relations
may be initialised arbitrarily.
It is well known that first-order logic with arithmetic is as powerful as
uniform AC0-circuits [4]. This correspondence naturally transfers to the
dynamic setting. That is, a query can be maintained in DynFO(+,×) if and
only if it can be maintained by uniform AC0-circuits.
3.2 Logical truth-table reductions
In this article, we use a more general notion of reductions between queries
than the bounded-expansion first-order reductions (bfo-reductions) in [35].
They basically compare to bfo-reductions like truth-table reductions relate
to many-one reductions in Complexity Theory.
The rough idea is to reduce the computation of a query q on a structure
S to the computation of a query q′ by
1. defining in a first-order fashion, from S, a collection of structures of
the form J (S,~a), one for each tuple ~a of some arity m over the domain
of S,
2. combining all query results q′(J (S,~a)) into a structure S ′, and
3. defining q(S) from S and S ′ by a first-order formula.
A technical complication arises from the fact that we need to allow the
structures J (S,~a) to be defined not over the domain of S but over some
Cartesian product over this domain. Thus, we have to deal with two “di-
mension parameters”: d will denote the dimension of the domain of the
structures J (S,~a) and m will denote the arity of the tuples ~a.
Let in the following σ, τ be relational schemas.
An interpretation J of dimension d and arity m from databases with
schema σ to databases with schema τ consists of
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• a σ-formula ϕD(~x, ~y), and
• σ-formulas ϕR(~x1, . . . , ~xAr(R), ~y), for every R ∈ τ ,
where ~y = y1, . . . , ym, ~x = x1, . . . , xd and, for every j, ~xj = xj1, . . . , xjd.
For every (finite) σ-structure S and each m-tuple ~a over the domain of S,
the interpretation J defines a structure J (S,~a) with
• domain D~a
def
= {~b ∈ Ad | A |= ϕD(~b,~a)}, and
• relations
R~a
def
= {(~b1, . . . ,~bAr(R)) ∈ (D
~a)Ar(R) | A |= ϕi(~b1, . . . ,~bAr(R),~a)},
for every R.
A first-order truth-table query-to-query reduction (fo-tt-reduction)
R = (J , ϕ) from q to q′ consists of an interpretation J and a formula ϕ
with free variables x1, . . . , xk, where k is the arity of q, which fulfils the
following reduction property.
For every (finite) structure S, q(S) is the set {~t | S ′ |= ϕ(~t)}, where
the structure S ′ with domain dom(S) is defined as follows. Let d be the
dimension of J , m its arity, ℓ the arity of q′, and σ, τ the schemas of J .
• S ′ has all relations from S;
• Furthermore, S ′ has a relation Qˆ of arity m + dℓ that contains all
tuples of the form (~a,~s), where ~a ∈ Ud and ~s ∈ q′(J (S,~a)). In (~a,~s)
the ℓ-tuple s over universe Ud is considered a dℓ-tuple in the obvious
way.
We refer to ϕ as the wrap-up formula of the reduction.
In analogy to [35], we say that an interpretation J has bounded expansion
if there is a constant expansion bound c such that for all structures S1,S2 over
the same domain D, which differ by exactly one tuple, and for every tuple
~a over D, the databases J (S1,~a) and J (S2,~a) differ by at most c tuples. A
fo-tt reduction has bounded expansion if its underlying interpretation has
bounded expansion. We refer to fo-tt reductions with bounded expansion
as bfo-tt reductions.
Example 1. As an illustrating example we show how the well-known reduc-
tion from 2-Sat to Reach can be cast as a bfo-tt reduction. The Boolean
query 2-Sat asks whether a given propositional formula in 2-CNF has a
satisfying assignment. Here, a propositional formula is in 2-CNF if it is in
conjunctive normal form and each clause contains at most two literals.
Instances of 2-Sat can be represented as structures as follows. The
domain of a structure representing a formula ϕ is the set of variables of ϕ.
The clauses of ϕ are represented by three binary input relations CTT , CTF
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and CFF such that a tuple (x, y) ∈ CTT corresponds to a clause x ∨ y, a
tuple (x, y) ∈ CTF to a clause x ∨ ¬y, and a tuple (x, y) ∈ CFF to a clause
¬x ∨ ¬y.
Thus, insertion and deletion of tuples corresponds to insertion and dele-
tion of clauses in a natural way.
Intuitively, the reduction maps a 2-CNF-formula θ with variables V to
the graph G = (V ∪ V ,E) where V = {¬x | x ∈ V } and E contains the
edges (¬L,L′) and (¬L′, L) if L ∨ L′ is a clause in θ. It can be easily seen
that θ is satisfiable if and only if there is no variable x ∈ V such that there
are both a path from x to ¬x and a path from ¬x to x in G.
More formally, the graph G will be encoded over the set of pairs over V .
For two variables u 6= v from V , a pair (x, u) will represent x and (x, v) will
represent x. This can be achieved by a 2-dimensional4 interpretation J of ar-
ity 2. For each pair (u, v) of variables, J (θ, u, v) is the graph defined as above
with u and v indicating positive and negated literals, respectively. Thus, the
formula ϕD((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) could be chosen as (x2 = y1)∨ (x2 = y2) allow-
ing only pairs in the domain of J (θ, u, v) whose second entry is one of the pa-
rameters given by y1 and y2. The formula ϕE((x11, x12), (x21, x22), (y1, y2))
can be chosen as
(
(CTT (x11, x21) ∨ CTT (x21, x11)) ∧ (x12 = y2) ∧ (x22 = y1)
)
∨ · · ·
with respective subformulas for CTF and CFF . Finally the wrap-up formula
ϕ can be chosen as
∃u, v(u 6= v) ∧ ¬∃x(Qˆ((x, u), (x, v), (u, v)) ∧ Qˆ((x, v), (x, u), (u, v))).
Since the modification of a single clause in θ induces only two first-order
definable modifications to the edge set of each corresponding graph, the
reduction is also bounded.
The relevance of bfo-tt reductions for this article stems from the following
property.
Proposition 4. DynFO is closed under bfo-tt reductions, that is, if there
is a bfo-tt reduction from a query q to a query q′ and q′ ∈ DynFO, then
q ∈ DynFO.
Proof sketch. Let (J , ϕ) be a bfo-tt reduction from q to q′ with expansion
bound c. Let σ, τ be the schemas of q and q′, respectively, and let d be the
dimension and m the arity of J . Let P ′ be a dynamic program for q′.
4We emphasise that the reduction constructions one graph for each pair (u, v) with
u 6= v. For simplicity, we ignore the case u = v in the following. Graphs defined with
these parameters do not contribute to the success of the reduction. We likewise ignore
2-CNF-formulas with only one variable.
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The program P ′ can be turned into a dynamic program P for σ-
structures that has one auxiliary relation R of arity m+ dAr(R′), for every
(input and auxiliary) relation R′ of P ′. For each m-tuple ~a, the program P
simulates the behaviour of P ′ on J (S,~a), independently. Since each change
operation for S translates into a sequence of at most c change operations
for J (S,~a), this amounts, for every tuple ~a, to a sequence of at most c up-
date operations of P ′, which can be applied successively (but in parallel for
different ~a).
Since the query relation of P ′ is one of its auxiliary relations, P ′ has, in
particular, the relation Qˆ from the reduction property above available, and
can therefore compute q(S) in a first-order manner.
We actually use slightly more powerful logical reductions, when we work
with DynFO(+,×). We define bfo(+,×)-tt reductions in almost the same way
as bfo-tt reductions, but they assume in S distinguished relations <, + and
× representing arithmetic on the universe. In such a reduction, the query q
must not depend on the choice of <, + and ×, but J (S,~a) of course can. By
an adaptation of the proof of Proposition 4, it can be shown that if there is
a bfo(+,×)-tt reduction from a query q to a query q′, then q ∈ DynFO(+,×)
if q′ ∈ DynFO. Similar reductions can be defined for non-uniform DynFO as
well.
4 Reachability is in DynFO
The goal of this section is to prove the main result of this article.
Theorem 5. Reach ∈ DynFO.
The proof of Theorem 5 consists of four relatively simple steps and it
involves one additional query, RankModp, that will be defined later.
(1) Reach can be reduced to SVRank by a bfo(+,×)-tt reduction.
(2) SVRank can be reduced to RankModp by a bfo-tt reduction.
(3) RankModp ∈ DynFO.
(4) For every weakly domain independent query q, if q ∈ DynFO(+,×) then
q ∈ DynFO.
From (1)-(3) it follows that Reach ∈ DynFO(+,×). From (4) we can
conclude thatReach ∈ DynFO, sinceReach is weakly domain independent.
All four steps build to some extent on previous work. The basic cor-
respondence between graph reachability and the inverse of its adjacency
matrix has been already used long ago [5] and the precise relationship be-
tween reachability and matrix rank used in our proof has been already stated
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in [25]. The algorithm constructed for the third step adapts a dynamic se-
quential algorithm for maintaining rank from [13]. The last step extends the
technique for maintaining arithmetic presented in [12].
In the following we describe the four steps separately and largely self-
contained.
4.1 From Reachability to Matrix Rank
Towards the reduction from Reach to SVRank, let G be a graph with n
vertices and AG its adjacency matrix, and let s, t be vertices of G. The
important observation (which can be found, e.g., in [20, Theorem 6.1.10.])
is that I − 1
n
AG is invertible and
(I −
1
n
AG)
−1 = I +
∞∑
i=1
(
1
n
AG)
i.
From the sum on the right hand side it can be easily concluded that the
inverse of I − 1
n
AG has a non-zero entry at position (s, t) if and only if t is
reachable from s.
For technical reasons, we prefer to deal with integer matrices and there-
fore rather work with the matrix B
def
= nI −AG, which is also invertible.
Then the following chain of equivalences holds.
t is reachable from s
⇐⇒ (B−1)[s, t] 6= 0
⇐⇒ (B−1e
(n)
t )[s] 6= 0
⇐⇒ x[s] 6= 0 holds for the vector x = B−1e
(n)
t
⇐⇒ the equation Bx = e
(n)
t has no solution vector x with x[s] = 0
⇐⇒ the system
Bx = e
(n)
t
(e(n)s )
⊤x = 0
has no solution vector x at all
⇐⇒ e
(n+1)
t is not in the column space of B
+s
⇐⇒ B+st has rank n+ 1
Here, B+s denotes the ((n + 1)× n)-matrix that is obtained from B by
adding an additional row (e
(n)
s )⊤, and B+st denotes the extension of B+s by
the additional column vector e
(n+1)
t .
The latter equivalence holds since B is invertible, and thus B and B+s
have rank n.
We next describe, how the above equivalence gives rise to a bfo(+,×)-tt
reduction from Reach to SVRank. To this end we observe that, for graphs
with n vertices the resulting ((n+1)× (n+1)-matrix B+st has small values,
in the sense defined in Section 2.
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It is easy to check that, in the presence of arithmetic, B+st can be ob-
tained from G by a 2-dimensional and binary bfo(+,×)-tt reduction (J , ϕ).
For each database D (representing a graph G), and each pair (s, t) over the
universe U of D, J (D, (s, t)) is a database that encodes B+st. The inter-
pretation J uses two dimensions because the universe representing B+st is
of size n+ 2 for graphs with n vertices.
For every pair (s, t), the result relation SVRank(J (D, (s, t))) is the set
{(r)}, where r is the rank of B+st. Therefore, the relation Qˆ consists of all
triples (s, t, r), for which r is the rank of B+st. Thus, for each (s, t), the
wrap-up formula ϕ only needs to check whether r = n + 1, where n is the
number of nodes of G.
Finally, each change in G results in only one change in B+st, for ev-
ery (s, t), and therefore the reduction actually has expansion bound 1.
4.2 From Rank to Rank mod p
Even though input matrices for SVRank have small entries, the mainte-
nance algorithm on which the DynFO-program for SVRank will be based
needs to deal with matrices that have large entries. To avoid the compli-
cations that arise from the need to compute with large numbers, we show
next that, in order to maintain the rank of a matrix A with small values, it
suffices to maintain its rank over the field Zp, for sufficiently many primes p.
We denote this rank by rankp(A). Formally, this gives rise to a reduction
from SVRank to the following query5.
Problem: RankModp
Input: (m×m)-matrix A with values from {0, . . . , p− 1},
prime p ≤ m2
Output: Rank of A over Zp
The bound m2 might appear a bit arbitrary, but we will see that it just
suffices.
The reduction from SVRank to RankModp is actually pretty simple.
It is based on the fact that, for large enough m, it suffices to maintain the
rank for all primes p ≤ m2, as we will argue next. These primes indeed suffice
thanks to the simple observation that rank(A) ≥ k if and only if rankp(A) ≥
k for some prime p ≤ m2. Clearly, rank(A) ≥ k if and only if there is
some k × k submatrix A′ of A with det(A′) 6= 0. Since det(A′) is bounded
by m!mm, its binary representation has O(m logm) digits (for sufficiently
large m). Since, for large enough n, there are more than nlnn prime numbers
between 1 and n [38], there are more than m
2
2 lnm prime numbers below m
2
5As a dynamic problem, we do not consider operations that change p. However,
RankModp can also be maintained under these operations by simply always maintaining
the rank over Zp, for every prime p ≤ m
2.
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and thus their product is clearly larger than m!mm. Therefore, det(A′) 6= 0
if and only if there exists a prime p ≤ m2 such that det(A′) 6≡ 0(mod p).
Thus, for large enough m, rank(A) ≥ k if and only if there exists a prime
p ≤ m2 such that rankp(A) ≥ k.
The actual reduction (J , ϕ) from SVRank to RankModp is 1-
dimensional and binary. Each pair ~i = (i1, i2) over m is interpreted as
the number n(~i)
def
= (i1 − 1)m + (i2 − 1). For a database D representing
an input matrix A for SVRank and each pair ~i = (i1, i2), B
~i def= J (D,~i) is
the all-zero matrix if n(~i) is not a prime. If n(~i) is some prime p, then B
~i
represents the matrix A over Zp. Whether a number n(~i) is a prime number
can be tested by a first-order formula thanks to the availability of ×.
The wrap-up formula ϕ simply computes the maximum k, such that for
some prime p = n(~i), the result relation forRankModp(J (D,~i)) contains k.
4.3 Maintaining Rank mod p in DynFO
In this subsection, we show that the rank of a matrix modulo some prime
p can be maintained in DynFO. This is the most important intermediate
result for Theorem 5 and interesting also in its own right. First we give an
informal description of the dynamic algorithm for matrix rank. Afterwards
we describe how it can be transformed into a DynFO program. In the fol-
lowing we fix m > 0, a prime p < m2, and only consider matrices with small
values.
The algorithm is an adaptation of a dynamic algorithm that has been
stated in [13]. The idea is to maintain an invertible matrix B and a matrix
E in reduced row-echelon form such that BA = E. That E is in reduced
row-echelon form means that
• the left-most non-zero entry (the leading entry) in every row is 1,
• the column of such a leading entry only contains zero-entries otherwise,
and
• rows are sorted in a “diagonal” fashion, that is, the column numbers
of leading entries strictly increase with the row number.
The rank of A equals the number of non-zero rows of E thanks to
rank(E) = rank(BA) = rank(A) and the structure of E. Thus maintaining
the matrices B and E suffices to maintain the rank of A.
We describe next, how those matrices can be maintained after a change
of A[i, j], for any i, j ≤ m. All computations of matrix entries are modulo p.
Let A′ denote the new value of matrix A after this change. We explain, how
new matrices B′ and E′ can be obtained such that B′A′ = E′.
After a change of A[i, j], the product BA′ differs from BA at most in
column j. Thus, to get the desired matrix E′ in reduced echelon form, we
can proceed as follows.
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(1) If column j has more than one leading entry of BA′:
• let some entry with a maximum number of successive zeros in its
row (right after column j) be the new leading entry,
• set this leading entry to 1, and set all other entries of column j
to 0, by appropriate row operations.
(2) If a former leading entry of a row k is lost in column j (by the change
in A or by step (1)),
• set its new leading entry (i.e., the next non-zero entry in row k and
some column ℓ > j) to 1 and set all other entries of column ℓ to 0,
by appropriate row operations.6
(3) If needed: move the (at most two) rows, for which the position of the
leading entry has changed (compared with E) to their correct (row)
positions.
An illustrating example can be found in Figure 1.
For each of the row operations in the algorithm, the same operation is
applied to the matrix B. This ensures that B′A′ = E′. As all these row
operations correspond to multiplying a suitable elementary matrix from the
left, B remains invertible (see, e.g., [31, p. 133]). Each of the three steps
can be performed in constant parallel time.
A dynamic program can be easily obtained from the informal description
given above. It maintains auxiliary relations that encode the matrices B and
E. As each of the steps (1)-(3) can be performed in constant parallel time
and since <, + and × are available in the logical representation of the
matrix A, the steps can be translated into a DynFO update program P in a
straight-forward way.
Theorem 6. RankModp is in DynFO.
4.4 DynFO(+, ×) vs. DynFO
Since, Reach is clearly weakly domain independent, the proof for Theorem 5
can be completed by a proof for the following result.
Proposition 7. If a query q ∈ DynFO(+,×) is weakly domain independent,
then q ∈ DynFO.
Etessami already observed that DynFO programs have the same expres-
sive power as DynFO(+,×) programs, if, before the actual change sequence
6Since all other columns with leading entries have only one non-zero entry, and row k
has no non-zero entries before column ℓ, these row operations do not do any harm to the
echelon structure of the rest of the matrix.
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B A E
4 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0
4 0 1 0 0
0 2 0 3 0
3 0 0 0 1




×
4 0 3 0 0
0 2 4 0 0
4 0 3 1 0
0 2 4 0 2
3 0 1 0 0




=
1 0 2 0 0
0 1 2 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0




B A′ B ×A′
+2·
+3·
+2·
·2
4 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0
4 0 1 0 0
0 2 0 3 0
3 0 0 0 1




×
4 1 3 0 0
0 2 4 0 0
4 0 3 1 0
0 2 4 0 2
3 0 1 0 0




=
1 4 2 0 0
0 1 2 0 0
0 4 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 3 0 0 0




B after Step (1) A′ B × A′ after Step (1)
+4·
·3
0 0 0 0 2
4 3 0 0 3
0 0 1 0 2
0 2 0 3 0
1 0 0 0 2




×
4 1 3 0 0
0 2 4 0 0
4 0 3 1 0
0 2 4 0 2
3 0 1 0 0




=
1 0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0




B after Step (2) A′ B × A′ after Step (2)
1 2 0 0 4
2 4 0 0 4
0 0 1 0 2
0 2 0 3 0
1 0 0 0 2




×
4 1 3 0 0
0 2 4 0 0
4 0 3 1 0
0 2 4 0 2
3 0 1 0 0




=
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0




B after Step (3) A′ B × A′ after Step (3)
1 2 0 0 4
1 0 0 0 2
2 4 0 0 4
0 0 1 0 2
0 2 0 3 0




×
4 1 3 0 0
0 2 4 0 0
4 0 3 1 0
0 2 4 0 2
3 0 1 0 0




=
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1




Figure 1: Illustration of the modifications necessary for one change in matrix
A for p = 5.
starts, for each element u of the universe, the edge (u, u) is inserted and
afterwards deleted [12]. He described how these preliminary changes can be
used to construct a linear order and compatible + and × predicates on the
whole universe. He also observed that, alternatively, arithmetic can be de-
fined incrementally, so that at any point there are relations <ad, +ad and ×ad
that represent a linear order on the activated elements, and corresponding
ternary addition and multiplication relations, respectively. Here, an element
u of the domain is called activated by a change sequence α = δ1, . . . , δℓ, if u
occurs in some δi, no matter, whether an edge with u is still present after the
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whole sequence α. In the following, we refer to the set of activated elements
of change sequence α by A(α) and by A, if α is clear from the context.7
We point out the subtle differences between elements of the domain, ele-
ments of the active domain, and activated elements. The domain contains all
elements that can be used in relations and does not change during a dynamic
computation. The active domain adom(D) of a database D that results from
a change sequence α (applied to an initially empty database) consists of all
elements that occur in some tuple of D. An element is activated, if it occurs
somewhere in α. In particular, every element of adom(D) is activated and
every activated element is in the domain, but not necessarily vice versa. For
example, adding the edges (1, 2) and (2, 3) to an initially empty graph over
domain {1, 2, 3, 4} and subsequently deleting the edge (1, 2), yields an input
database with active domain {2, 3} and activated elements 1, 2, 3.
We show next that DynFO programs can simulate DynFO(+,×) programs
for weakly domain independent queries without any form of preprocessing.
Proof (of Proposition 7). Let q be a weakly domain independent query and
P a DynFO(+,×) program that maintains q. For simplicity, we assume that
q uses only one binary relation E, the adaptation for arbitrary structures is
straightforward. We recall that change sequences are applied to an initially
empty structure, but that P uses non-empty initial relations that provide a
linear order and the corresponding addition and multiplication relations on
the full universe.
We will construct a DynFO program P ′ that simulates P. By definition
of DynFO, P ′ has to maintain q under change sequences from an initially
empty structure (just as P) but with initially empty auxiliary relations (un-
like P). The challenge is therefore that P ′ cannot simply simulate P right
from the beginning of the change sequence, as it does not have <, + and ×
available.
We first give a rough description of the construction of P ′. More details
will be given below. The update program P ′ maintains a linear order< on A.
Thanks to the linear order, we can always associate A with a set of sizem+1
of the form [m]0, for some number m, with the natural linear order. In fact,
we assume for the moment that A is always of this form. Furthermore, an
addition relation and a multiplication relation on A is maintained, just as
in [12].
For the construction of P ′ we view computations of P as a sequence of
stages, based on the size of A. More precisely, we say that a computation
of P on a universe U of size n is in stage i < log log n+ 1, if more than Ni
but at most Ni+1 elements of U are activated, where Ni
def
= 22
i
, for every
i ≥ 0. We will ignore the case where ≤ N0 = 2 elements are activated in the
following; it can be easily dealt with separately.
7Usually, α is just the sequence of all changes of the computation at hand.
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Ni−1 Ni Ni+1 Ni+2
stage i−1 stage i stage i+1
initialise thread i initialise thread i+1 · · ·
· · · thread i in charge thread i+1 in charge
Figure 2: Illustration of the stages used in the proof of Proposition 7.
The basic idea of the construction of P ′ is to use different threads that
simulate the different stages of P and we refer to the thread that is respon-
sible for stage i as thread i.
For each i, thread i begins as soon as P enters stage i − 1 and ends at
the end of stage i of P. During stage i of P, thread i is in charge. The query
result for q is always provided by the thread that is in charge. See Figure 2
for an illustration.
When thread i starts, a linear order, an addition relation and a multi-
plication relation over [Ni−1]0 are available. From these relations a linear
order, an addition relation and a multiplication relation on 4-tuples over
[Ni−1]0 can be easily defined in first-order logic.
Thread i uses the set of 4-tuples over [Ni−1]0 as universe of size Ni+1.
It uses one 4k-ary auxiliary relation R′, for every (auxiliary or input) k-
ary relation R of P. It starts on the structure over ([Ni−1]0)
4 with empty
input relations and with the linear order and the corresponding addition and
multiplication relations over ([Ni−1]0)
4 available. It is thus in the position
to simulate the behaviour of P on an initially empty structure.
By E′, we refer to the 8-ary relation of thread i corresponding to the
input relation E of P. When stage i − 1 starts, relation E might already
contain up to (around) N2i−1 edges, whereas E
′ is empty, since thread i has
not started yet. Therefore, thread i can not immediately simulate P in a
lock-step fashion, but it first has to catch up with P. Indeed, thread i will
make sure that at the end of stage i− 1 all tuples in E have corresponding
tuples in E′, so that it is prepared to be in charge.
In order to catch up, thread i needs to add more than one edge per
step. It is not hard to figure out that it suffices to add at most four edges
per step to E′. The details will be given below. During stage i, thread i
can simulate P in a lock-step fashion, mimicking every step. The universe
([Ni−1]0)
4 is large enough to represent each new element that is activated
by some 4-tuple over Ni−1. After stage i, thread i is abandoned and thread
i + 1 takes over. The moment, when thread i + 1 has to take over can be
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recognised by maintaining a counter for each thread: if the counter of thread
i reaches the value (Ni−1)
4 then thread i+1 has to take over in the next step.
Next, we describe P ′ in more detail.
We describe first, how P ′ constructs a linear order8 <, an addition rela-
tion + and a multiplication relation × on the set A of activated elements.
This part of the simulation is just as in [12]. We recall that P never changes
its linear order, addition relation and multiplication.
The relation < orders the activated elements, in the order of activation.
For concreteness: if an edge (a, b) is inserted which activates a and b then
a < b become the two largest elements of <.
The update formula for determining whether a tuple (y1, y2) is in the
relation < after inserting an edge (x1, x2) into E states that
• y1 < y2; or
• y1 is already activated, y2 = x1 or y2 = x2, and is not yet activated;
or
• y1 = x1, y2 = x2, y1 6= y2, and both y1 and y2 are not yet activated.
That an element x is activated can be expressed by ∃y x < y ∨ y < x.
For deletion operations, nothing has to be changed that is,
φ<
delE(x1, x2; y1, y2) = y1 < y2.
We always identify activated elements with their position in <, that is,
the minimal element in < is considered as 0, the second as 1 and so on. We
use numbers as constants in formulas. It is straightforward to replace these
numbers by “pure” formulas. For example, the subformula x > 1 can be
replaced by ∃x1∃x2 x1 < x2 ∧ x2 < x.
The formulas for + and × are in the same spirit and use the well-known
inductive definitions of addition and multiplication, respectively.
Thread i considers 4-tuples as 4-digit base-Ni−1 numbers and thus iden-
tifies a 4-tuple (u1, u2, u3, u4) over [Ni−1]0 with the number u1×N
3
i−1+u2×
N2i−1 + u3 ×Ni−1 + u4.
We note that <, +, × can be lifted to relations over 4-tuples in first-order
logic and therefore, they need not be maintained as auxiliary relations.
During stages i− 1 and i, thread i maintains a bijection gi between the
activated elements and 4-tuples over [Ni−1]0. At the start of thread i, gi(k) =
(0, 0, 0, k), for every k ∈ [Ni−1]0, and gi is extended in a straightforward
fashion.
As explained above, thread i has to catch up during stage i− 1 to make
sure that at the beginning of stage i, its relation E′ is isomorphic to E
under gi. To this end, thread i decreases the size of the symmetric difference
∆
def
= gi(E) △ E
′ of gi(E) and E
′ by three tuples, for each change step, in the
8We use infix notation for <, + and ×.
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following fashion. When a change δ occurs, it is first simply applied to E,
without triggering the associated update operations. Afterwards, thread i
identifies the lexicographically smallest (up to) four pairs e1, e2, e3, e4 over
[Ni]0, whose image under gi is in ∆ and sequentially applies the appropriate
update operations. That is, if gi(ej) ∈ gi(E) \E
′ it simulates the operations
of P for an insertion of gi(ej) and otherwise for deletion. It is easy to see
that, in this way, |∆| indeed decreases by at least three, unless |∆| < 4
already. Since |∆| ≤ N2i−1 initially,
1
3N
2
i−1 change steps would suffice for
thread i to catch up. Since stage i − 1 has at least 12(Ni − Ni−1) change
steps and Ni − Ni−1 = N
2
i−1 − Ni−1 ≥
3
4N
2
i−1 for i ≥ 2, this really works
out.9
The query result during stage i is always g−1i (Q
′), where Q′ is the aux-
iliary relation corresponding to relation P’s query relation Q in P ′.
This completes the description of the behaviour of thread i, for each i.
Of course, it is not possible to let each thread use its own set of auxiliary
relations. However, we can simply increase the arity of each relation by one
and use the additional entry to indicate, for each tuple, the number of the
thread, for which it is used. As an example, all relations E′ are encoded
into one 9-ary relation Ê and the relation E′ of thread i is just the set of
tuples {t | (i, t) ∈ Ê}.
The correctness of P ′ can be shown in two steps. Let α denote some
change sequence and, for each i, let αi denote the prefix of α that lasts until
the end of stage i. First, for each i, it can be shown that at the start of stage
i, the auxiliary relations of thread i are the image under gi of the auxiliary
relations of state Pα′(S∅), for some change sequence α
′ that yields the same
structure as αi−1, relative to domain [Ni+1]0. Second, it is easy to see that
during stage i, program P ′ can correctly keep track of the changes and
updates. Thanks to the weak domain independence of query q, the output
g−1i (Q
′) is correct during stage i, and therefore P ′ has a correct output, at
any time.
We remark that Proposition 7 does not hold for arbitrary queries. For
example, the domain dependent boolean query qeven, which is true for do-
mains of even size and false otherwise, cannot be maintained in DynFO from
scratch. This is because the first-order initialisation formulas cannot tell
domains of even and odd size apart for large, empty structures (see, e.g.,
[26]).
9The border case i = 1 and |δ| ≤ 3 can be handled in a straightforward, mostly
analogous way.
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5 Some Applications
From Theorem 5 the maintainability of other important queries can be in-
ferred. The bounded first-order reduction shown in Example 1 immediately
yields
Corollary 8. 2-Sat is in DynFO.
We next exhibit a straightforward bounded first-order reduction from
regular path queries to Reachability.
Graph databases have received considerable attention in the database
theory community recently (see e.g. [30, 1, 2, 27] and [43, 3] for surveys).
Usually they contain huge amounts of data, and therefore queries on graph
databases should be evaluated in parallel and, if possible, dynamically. In
the following we show that the answer of a (fixed) regular path query can
be re-evaluated dynamically after a modification of a graph database.
We make those notions more precise first. Graph databases are usually
modeled by directed graphs with edge labels from a finite alphabet. A
regular path query q is a regular expression over label names. Evaluating q
on a graph database G yields all pairs (u, v) of nodes for which there is a
(not necessarily simple) path from u to v in G whose sequence of labels is
in the language specified by q.10 We thus model graph databases as finite
structures with one binary relation Ea per edge label a.
In the following we show that regular path queries can be maintained
in DynFO. To this end we present a simple and well-known bounded first-
order reduction to the Reachability problem [23]. Let A be an NFA for the
language of a regular path query q, let Q be its set of states, and let s0 be
the initial state and sf the unique accepting state of A, respectively. Let
the synchronised product G × A of G and A be the (directed, unlabeled)
graph with node set G × Q and an edge from (u1, p1) to (u2, p2) if there
is an a-labeled edge from u1 to u2 for some symbol a, for which there is
also a transition from p1 to p2. Then, (u, v) ∈ q(G) holds if and only if
(v, sf ) is reachable from (u, s0) in G×A. Since each single change in G only
induces at most |Q| first-order definable changes in G×A, the reduction is
bounded and therefore, the maintainability of (fixed) regular path queries
follows from Theorem 5. This easily extends to conjunctions of regular path
queries since DynFO is closed under boolean operations.
Corollary 9. Regular path queries and conjunctions thereof can be main-
tained in DynFO.
Further classes of query languages for labeled graphs have been studied
in the dynamic context in the literature, see [42, 44, 33].
10The set of labels actually needs not be fixed a priori. However, given a regular
expression r, only labels that occur in r are relevant for maintaining r and all other labels
can be replaced by some fixed label X not occurring in r.
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6 Maintaining the Size of Maximum Matchings
Matchings in graphs are one of the most studied graph-theoretical concepts
in Computer Science with many applications (see, e.g., [28, 24]). In this
section, we show that the size of maximum matchings, and therefore also the
existence of a perfect matching, can be maintained in non-uniform DynFO.
We recall that non-uniform DynFO programs can use initial databases that
can depend on the size of the universe in an arbitrary, even non-computable
way.
To this end we reuse the techniques developed in Section 4 for main-
taining the rank of a matrix. In previous work a non-uniform dynamic
program with TC0-updates has been obtained for both problems [6]. It re-
mains open whether (maximum or perfect) matching can be maintained in
uniform DynFO.
The basic idea of our approach relies on a correspondence between the
rank of the Tutte matrix of a graph and the size of maximum matchings.
The Tutte matrix TG of an undirected graph G is the n × n matrix with
entries
tij =


xij if (i, j) ∈ E and i < j
−xji if (i, j) ∈ E and i > j
0 if (i, j) 6∈ E
where the xij are indeterminates.
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Theorem 10 (Lova´sz [29]). Let G be a graph with a maximum matching of
size m. Then rank(TG) = 2m.
Unfortunately, the rank maintenance algorithm presented in Section 4.3
cannot be applied immediately as the entries of TG are indeterminates, and
applying the maintenance algorithm to a matrix with indeterminates might
yield polynomials with exponentially many terms. However, the rank of
TG can be determined by computing the rank for a matrix obtained by
replacing the indeterminates in TG by well-chosen positive integer values.
For a graph G, let w be a function that assigns a positive integer weight to
every edge (i, j) and let BG,w be the integer matrix obtained from TG by
substituting xij by 2
w(i,j).
Theorem 11. If G is a graph with a maximum matching of size m and w is
a weight assignment for the edges of G then rank(BG,w) ≤ 2m. Furthermore,
if G has a maximum matching with unique minimal weight with respect to
w then rank(BG,w) = 2m.
This theorem is implicit in Lemma 4.1 in [19]. For the sake of complete-
ness we give a full proof here. The proof uses the following theorem.
11The rank of a matrix with indeterminates can be defined as the size of the largest
quadratic submatrix with non-zero determinant.
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Theorem 12 (Mulmuley, Vazirani and Vazirani [32]). Let G be a graph with
a perfect matching and w a weight assignment such that G has a unique per-
fect matching with minimal weight with respect to w. Then det(BG,w) 6= 0.
Proof (of Theorem 11). Recall that the rank of a matrix can be de-
fined as the size of the largest submatrix with non-zero determinant. Thus
rank(BG,w) ≤ rank(TG), and therefore rank(BG,w) ≤ 2m by Theorem 10.
For showing rank(BG,w) ≥ 2m when G has a maximum matching of
unique minimal weight with respect to w, we adapt the proof of Theorem 10
given in [36]. Let U be the set of vertices contained in the unique maximum
matching of G with minimal weight, and G′ the subgraph of G induced
by U . Observe that G′ has a unique minimal weight perfect matching with
respect to w. Restricting BG,w to rows and columns labeled by elements
from U yields the matrix BG′,w′ where w
′ is the weighting w restricted to
edges from G′. However, then det(BG′,w′) 6= 0 by Theorem 12 and there-
fore rank(BG,w) ≥ 2m.
Using the technique implicit in [37] one can find, for every n ∈ N, weight-
ing functions w1, . . . , wn2 with weights in [4n], such that for every graph G
over [n] there is an i ∈ [n2] such that G has a maximum matching with
unique minimal weight with respect to wi.
We show how to obtain those functions. The following lemma is due to
Mulmuley, Vazirani and Vazirani [32], but we use the version stated in [22,
Lemma 11.5].
Lemma 13 (Isolation Lemma). Let m,M ∈ N and let F ⊆ 2[m] be a non-
empty set of subsets of [m]. If a weight function w ∈ [M ][m] is uniformly
chosen at random, then with probability at least 1− m
M
, the minimum weight
subset in F is unique; where the weight of a subset F ∈ F is
∑
i∈F w(i).
Lemma 14 (Non-uniform Isolation Lemma, implicit in [37]). Let m ∈ N
and F1, . . . ,F2m ⊆ 2
[m]. There are weight functions w1, . . . , wm from [4m]
[m]
such that for any i ∈ [2m] with Fi 6= ∅, there exists a j ∈ [m] such that the
minimum weight subset of Fi with respect to wj is unique.
Proof. The proof is implicit in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [37]. We give a
self-contained presentation.
We call a collection u1, . . . , um of weight functions bad for some Fi if no
F ∈ Fi is a minimum weight subset with respect to any uj . For each Fi 6= ∅
the probability of a randomly chosen weight sequence U
def
= u1, . . . , um to
be bad is at most (14)
m thanks to Lemma 13 (for M
def
= 4m). Thus the
probability that such a U is bad for some Fi is at most 2
m × (14 )
m < 1.
Hence there exists a sequence U which is good for all Fi.
We immediately get the following corollary.
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Corollary 15. Let G1, . . . , G2n2 be some enumeration
12 of the graphs on [n]
and let F1, . . . ,F2n2 be their respective sets of perfect matchings. There is a
sequence w1, . . . , wn2 of weight assignments assigning a value from [4n
2] to
the edges of [n]2 such that for every graph G over [n] there is some i ∈ [n2]
such that if G has a perfect matching then it also has a perfect matching
with unique minimal weight with respect to wi.
Then, in order to maintain the size of maximum matchings of a graph
G over [n], it is sufficient to maintain rank(BG,wi) for all i ∈ [n
2]. The rank
of TG is the maximal rank among those ranks thanks to Theorem 11.
Theorem 16. PerfectMatching and MaxMatching are in non-
uniform DynFO.
Proof sketch. It suffices to show that MaxMatching is in non-
uniform DynFO. The idea is to advise a dynamic program with the weight-
ing functions w1, . . . , wn2 that assign weights such that for all graphs with n
nodes there is a maximum matching with unique weight. The advice is given
to the dynamic program via the initialisation of the auxiliary relations. The
program then maintains the ranks for the matrices BG,wi and outputs the
maximal such rank. We make this more precise in the following.
Recall that the weighting functions assign values of up to 4n2 , and that
therefore the determinant of each BG,wi can be of size up to n!(2
4n2)n ≤ 25n
3
,
and thus it is sufficient to maintain the rank of those matrices modulo up to
5n3 many primes, which are contained in the first n4 numbers by the prime
number theorem13.
The dynamic program computes, for each of the weighting functions wi
and each prime p ≤ n4, the rank of BG,wi modulo p.
This informal description can be formalised by exhibiting a non-uniform
bfo-tt reduction from MaxMatching to RankModp. Such reductions
are defined as bfo-tt reductions but they can assume arbitrary additional
relations on the structure. By an adaptation of the proof of Proposition 4,
it can be shown that if there is a non-uniform bfo-tt reduction from a query
q to a query q′, then q is in non-uniform DynFO if q′ ∈ DynFO.
The non-uniform reduction (J , ϕ) from MaxMatching to RankModp
is 2-dimensional and 6-ary. Two dimensions are used to encode graphs
as matrices as described in Section 2.2. For a parameter (p1, . . . , p6), the
interpretation J maps a given graph to an instance of RankModp that asks
for the rank of BG,wi mod p where wi is encoded by the first two parameters
and p is encoded by the remaining four parameters. For converting edges
to entries of BG,wi mod p, the reduction uses non-uniform relations. The
wrap-up formula determines the highest rank of all those instances.
12For notational simplicity we use n2 instead of
(
n
2
)
, here.
13We disregard small values of n as the query can be directly encoded with first-order
formulas for such values.
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7 First-order Incremental Evaluation Systems
The dynamic complexity framework was independently formalised in the
form of first-order incremental evaluation systems (short: FOIES ) by Dong,
Su and Topor (see [11, 8], and also [9, 10]). Apart from notational dif-
ferences, the DynFO-setting and FOIES differ in how they treat domains.
While domains in DynFO are fixed before a dynamic computation starts,
the FOIES-framework allows for the domain to grow and shrink. More pre-
cisely14, the domain of a state of a FOIES computation is the active domain,
that is, the set of elements contained in some tuple of the input database.
Thus, a tuple can be inserted that contains an element that is not contained
in the current domain, and the domain is extended by this element. Like-
wise, when a tuple is removed, and one of its elements is not contained in
any other tuple afterwards, then that element is removed from the domain.15
Thus in FOIES, the notions of domain, active domain and activated
elements coincide, at any point in time. Yet, FOIES have an infinite back-
ground universe U and the domain D always satisfies D ⊂ U . We show next
that Reachability can also be maintained by FOIES-programs.
Theorem 17. If a query Q ∈ DynFO(+,×) is domain-independent, then Q
can be maintained by a FOIES-program.
Proof sketch. Let Q be a domain-independent query and P a DynFO(+,×)
program that maintains Q. We assume that Q uses only one binary rela-
tion E, the adaptation for arbitrary structures is straightforward.
We will construct a FOIES program P ′ that simulates P. To this end
we extend the construction used in the proof of Proposition 7.
The program P ′ handles changes to the (active) domain by using the
simulation technique presented in the proof of Proposition 7. As before, the
computations of P are split into stages and P ′ uses one thread for simulating
P, for each different stage. Here, the stages are based on the size of the
(active) domain A. A computation of P is in stage i, if more than Ni but
at most Ni+1 elements are contained in A, where Ni
def
= 22
i
. The update
program P ′ uses one thread per stage of P, the i-th thread being responsible
for providing the correct query result whenever more than Ni but at most
Ni+1 elements are in the domain.
Two issues need to be addressed when constructing the FOIES-
program P ′: (1) Thread i uses arithmetic on Ni−1 elements. When one
of those elements is removed from the domain, then the arithmetic has to
be adapted. (2) In contrast to the construction for Proposition 7, P can
14We do not give a formal definition of FOIES, but only describe how they differ from
DynFO-programs.
15In some papers, FOIES may use a bounded number of elements that are not used by
an input tuple [9].
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Ni−1 Ni Ni+1 Ni+2
stage i−1 stage i stage i+1
thread i−1 in charge init thread i−1 ←− [ · · ·
7−→ init thread i thread i in charge init thread i ←− [
· · · 7−→ init thread i+1 thread i+1 in charge
Figure 3: Illustration of the stages used in the proof of Proposition 7.
enter a stage multiple times because elements can be inserted and removed
from the domain.
The first issue can be easily resolved. Using Etessami’s technique, the
program P ′ maintains arithmetic relations <, +, and × on the domain.
When the jth element a of the domain is removed, then the arithmetic is
adapted by replacing a by the current maximal element b with respect to
<. To this end, first all tuples containing b are removed from the auxiliary
relations, and then every auxiliary tuple ~d containing a is substituted by the
tuple ~d′ obtained by replacing all occurrences of a in ~d by b. Note that after
those substitutions the functions gi are still bijections between 4-tuples over
the first Ni elements of the domain and Ni+2.
We now address the second issue. Thread i shall provide the correct
result whenever the domain contains more than Ni but at most Ni+1 ele-
ments; also when this interval has been reached by removing elements from
the domain. In order to guarantee this, thread i is started either when the
(Ni−1 + 1)-th element is inserted or when the (Ni+2 + 1)-th element is re-
moved from the domain. It stops when the size of the domain is not in
{(Ni−1 + 1), . . . , Ni+2}.
The way in which thread i acts is just as in the proof of Proposition
7. For each change operation δ, in addition to performing the updates
for δ, the program P ′ inserts up to five tuples to Êi and simulates P for
these five insertion steps. This guarantees that the query result can be
decoded from the query result of thread i, when the domain contains n ∈
{(Ni + 1), . . . , Ni+1} elements. This has been already shown for the case
where thread i is started by the insertion of the (Ni−1 + 1)-th element in
the proof of Proposition 7. The argument for the case where the thread is
started when the (Ni+2+1)st element is removed from the domain is similar.
At least Ni+2−Ni+12 =
N2i+1−Ni+1
2 edge deletions are needed to get from an
domain of size Ni+2 to an domain of size Ni+1. Thus, when arriving at an
domain of size Ni+1, up to 2(N
2
i+1 −Ni+1) edges are contained in Êi since
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each deletion contributes four edges to Êi as long as edges are missing in Êi
(only four, as one edge may be removed from Êi by δ). Since there are at
most N2i+1 ≥ 2(N
2
i+1 −Ni+1) edges in a graph over an domain of size Ni+1,
the edge transfer is completed before thread i is in charge.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this article we showed that Reachability can be maintained in DynFO and
thereby confirmed the conjecture of Patnaik and Immerman [34]. The proof
adapts and combines several known techniques in a surprisingly elementary
way. One of the key ingredients, the maintainability of the rank of a matrix
with first-order update formulas, is of independent interest. As an immediate
consequence of those results, regular path queries and 2-satisfiability can also
be maintained in DynFO. By combining the linear algebraic part of the proof
that Reachability is in DynFO with the Isolation Lemma, we showed how the
size of a maximum matching can be maintained in DynFO with non-uniform
initialisation.
Reachability is arguably one of the most important algorithmic problems
in Computer Science, and algorithms for solving Reachability are the basis
for solving many other problems. For this reason, the open status of the
maintainability question for Reachability has stifled progress in the study
of descriptive dynamic complexity severely. The positive answer to this
question raises hopes that other areas become accessible to the methods of
dynamic complexity now. One example being query languages for graph
databases, as is illustrated by the dynamic program for maintaining regular
path queries. Other potential candidate areas are dynamic model checking
and query evaluation under ontologies. However, the DynFO bound for
Reachability does not extend to all of NL, simply because DynFO is not
known to be closed under unbounded first-order reductions.
Also the basic techniques used for maintaining Reachability are promis-
ing further progress. Linear algebraic problems, such as the Rank problem,
have thus far been neglected in the study of dynamic complexity. Also tech-
niques known from the study of small static complexity classes have not
been systematically tested in the dynamic framework. The application of
the Isolation Lemma presented here indicates that this might be worthwhile.
We plan to explore those techniques by trying to apply them to related
problems such as maintaining a reachability witness, the (shortest) distance,
the number of paths, whether there is a matching (and witnesses for that),
the value of the determinant, and disjoint paths.
Another interesting direction for future research is to explore whether
the dynamic programs for maintaining Reachability, Rank, and the size of
a maximum matching presented here can be generalised and optimised. We
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indicate some intriguing challenges in the following.
In this article, we only looked at modifications of a single tuple. A closer
analysis reveals that the dynamic program for Rank still works when whole
columns can be modified, and therefore Reachability can be maintained
when all incoming edges of one node can be modified at once (dually: all
outgoing edges)16. Whether Reachability and Rank can be maintained for
other, more complex modifications remains open. We note that this is closely
related to the question which fragments of transitive closure logic can be
maintained by first-order updates.
It would also be worthwhile to study whether Reachability (as well as
the other problems studied here) can be maintained in fragments of DynFO.
Typical fragments limit the arity of the auxiliary relations or the syntac-
tic shape of update formulas. The dynamic programs presented here have
very high arity, which makes them hard to apply in practical scenarios. It
remains open whether Reachability can be maintained with auxiliary rela-
tions of small arity. So far it is only known that Reachability cannot be
maintained using unary auxiliary relations. Another interesting question
is whether Reachability can be maintained by even weaker update mecha-
nisms, e.g. NC0-updates. Lower bounds for this fragment are conceivable;
yet, even for the quantifier-free fragment of DynFO, which corresponds to
restricted NC0-updates, lower bounds are nontrivial. It is only known that
binary auxiliary relations are not sufficient to maintain Reachability in this
fragment of DynFO [45].
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